
$850,000 - 933 Roxbury Drive, Corona
MLS® #IG24040768

$850,000
3 Bedroom, 3.00 Bathroom, 2,059 sqft
Residential on 0 Acres

The Highlands, Corona, CA

This wonderful family home is conveniently
located in the highly sought-after Sierra Del
Oro community of Corona, off the Green River
exit, next to Orange County. As you pull up to
the home, you will see the freshly painted
neutral color exterior with beautiful curb
appeal. Step inside to a bright and airy, freshly
painted interior with cathedral ceilings and an
abundance of natural light. The kitchen has
stainless-steel appliances, newer cabinetry,
and sits centrally with exits to a formal dining
and living area, while the opposite leads to a
casual dining area and family room, with a
cozy fireplace. The kitchen sink also overlooks
the nice, pool sized back yard just waiting for
you to make this your entertainment oasis.
Completing the downstairs floorplan is also a
guest bathroom, and conveniently located
indoor laundry room adjacent to the garage
entrance. As you proceed upstairs, there are
double doors leading into the oversized,
en-suite, primary bedroom. The en-suite has a
walk-in closet, tile flooring, dual sink vanity,
separate lavatory, shower, and spa tub.
Attached to the primary is also a retreat which
can be used as a nursery, office, workout
room, or easily converted back to a 4th
bedroom. The open staircase overlooks the
downstairs living room and grand entry. The
hallway leading to the remaining two
bedrooms includes nice cabinetry for extra
storage, and a full bathroom easily accessible
to both rooms. A nice view of the San Gabriel
mountains is also a plus as you settle in to



each of these North facing rooms. The
backyard is an open canvas, with some
concret

Built in 1989

Additional Information

City Corona

County Riverside

Zip 92882

MLS® # IG24040768

Bedrooms 3

Bathrooms 3

Square Ft 2,059

Lot Size 0.13

Neighborhood RIV CTY-CORONA (92882)

Garages 2
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